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Abstract 
Saito, A., One-factors and k-factors, Discrete Mathematics 91 (1991) 323-326. 
Let G be a graph with a l-factor F and of order at least four. Let k be a positive integer. If 
G - {x, y} has a k-factor for each xy E F, then G itself has a k-factor. 
Here, we consider finite undirected graphs which may have loops and multiple 
edges. We denote the vertex set of a graph G by V(G) and its edge set by E(G). 
For a positive integer k, a k-factor of a graph G is a k-regular spanning subgraph 
of G. In particular, a l-factor of G is its complete matching. We often identify a 
k-factor with its edge set. So if F is a k-factor, we write e E F instead of e E E(F). 
Recently, several recursive factor theorems have appeared. They relate the 
existence of factors in a graph with factors of its subgraphs. In [2], Egawa, 
Enomoto and Saito proved the following theorem. 
Theorem A (Egawa, Enomoto and Saito [2]). Let G be a graph of order at least 
three, and let k be a positive integer. If G - {x, y} has a k-factor for any pair of 
adjacent vertices x and y, then G itself has a k-factor. 
The number of subgraphs required for the condition in Theorem A is jE(G)(. 
However, not all subgraphs G - {x, y}, xy E E(G), might be necessary when we 
assure the existence of a l-factor. 
In this paper, we show that if G has a l-factor F, then we have only to check 
G - {x, y} for xy E F and hence the number of required subgraphs is reduced to 
lV(G)l/2. 
Let G be a graph. For e E E(G), we denote by V(e) the set of endvertices of e. 
We denote the degree of x in G by d,(x). (In this paper, if x has a loop e, we 
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count e twice when we consider the degree of x. In particular, a loop never 
appears in a l-factor.) We define T,(x) by 
T,(x) = _UG, (v(e) - H). 
xeV(e) 
So T,(x) is the set of vertices which are adjacent to x. Note that by the definition, 
x $ T&x) even if x has a loop. We write K(G) for the set of connected 
components of G. For a set S, we denote by IS] the cardinality of S, and for a 
graph G, we write ]G] instead of IV(G)l. If X, Y c V(G) and X O Y =0, we 
denote by ec(X, Y) the number of edges joining X and Y. For notation not 
defined here, we refer the reader to [l]. 
The main theorem of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with a l-factor F and of order at least four. Let k be 
a positive integer. If G - V(e) has a k-factor for each e E F, then G itself has a 
k-factor. 
Our proof heavily depends on Tutte’s criterion for the existence of k-factors. 
Let S and T be disjoint subsets of V(G). We define 
&(S, T) = {C E K(G - (S U T)): k JCI + e&C, T) is odd}, 
MS, T) = If&(X VI, 
and 
6,(S, T) = k ISI + c d,_,(t) -k ITI -h&S, T). 
fET 
Then the following can be stated. 
Theorem B (Tutte [3]). (1) A graph G has a k-factor if and only if &(S, T) 2 0 
for all pairs (S, T) of disjoint subsets of V(G). 
(2) 6o(S, T) = k [Cl (mod 2) f or all pairs (S, T) of disjoint subsets of V(G). 
First, we estimate the difference between bG(S, T) and 8G--X(S -X, T -X) 
for a certain X c V(G). We can prove the following lemma by simple 
calculations. It can also be found in [2]. 
Lemma 2. (1) If x E S, then 60-x(S -x, T) = &(S, T) - k. 
(2) If x E T, then SoPx(S, T -x) c 6&S, T) + k. 
(3) Zf X c C for some C E K(G - (S U T)), then 6o-,(S, T) 6 &(S, T) + 1. 
Now we prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If G is disconnected, the theorem clearly holds. So we may 
assume that G is connected. Assume G has no k-factor. Then 6&S, T) < 0 for 
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some S, T c V(G), S rl T = 0. Take S, T so that 6&S, T) < 0 and that ITI is as 
small as possible. Let U = V(G) - (S U T). Note &(S, T) G IU1. Since G has a 
l-factor F, ICI is even. Hence 6&S, T) G -2 by Theorem B (2). 
For X c V(G), we use an abbreviation 6(X) to denote 6,_,(S -X, T -X). 
According to this abbreviation, 6(X) < 0 implies that G -X has no k-factor. 
Furthermore, S&S, Tj = S(0). 
First, we claim the following. 
Claim 1. Zfx E V(G) and Ir,(x)l 2 2, then d,(x) 3 k + 1. 
Proof. Since ICI 3 4 and G - V(e) has a k-factor for any e E F, d,(x) 3 k for all 
x E V(G). Assume for some x E V(G), II’&)l~2 and d,(x) = k. Let y E V(G) 
such that xy E F and take z E r,(x) - {y}. Then for some u E V(G)zu E F. Since 
d,-,,,,,(x) G k - 1, G - (2, u> h as no k-factor. This contradicts the assumption. 
Therefore, the claim follows. 0 
Next, we show that S = 0. Assume S f 0, say x E S. Then for some y E V(G), 
xy E F. If y E S, then 
6({x, y}) = 6((x)) - k = S(0) - 2k < 0 
by Lemma 2. Similarly, if y E T, then 
6({x, y}) c 6((x)) + k = S(0) - k + k = S(0) < 0, 
andifyeu, 
6({x, y}) 6 6((x)) + 1 s S(0) - k + 1-c 0. 
Therefore, d({x, y}) < 0 wherever y lies. This contradicts the assumption. Hence 
s = 0. 
Since S = 0, S(0) = C,,,(&(t) - k) - h~(0, 7’). Suppose XY E F and x, Y E f~. 
Then {x, y} c C for some C E K(G - T). However, this implies d({x, y}) c 
S(0) + 1~ -1 by Lemma 2. This is also a contradiction. Therefore, if xy E F and 
x E U, then y E T. Since F is a l-factor, this implies IUI s ITI. 
If d,(t) 2 k + 1 for all t E T, then 
-2 2 S(0) = tTT (d,(t) - k) - kA0, T) 2 I Tl - I W 
This is a contradiction. Hence d,(t) = k for some t E T. By Claim 1, Ir,(t)l = 1. 
Now consider S,(0, T - {t}), 
&&I, T - {t}) =xrzctl d,(x) - k IT - {f>l -h&t T - tf}) 
c-T=+(x) -c&(t) -k ITI + k -h&4 T - {t)) 
= s&j, T) + h&0, T) - h,(% T - It>). 
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Since l~‘,,(t)l = 1, h,(0, T - {t}) 2 h&0, T) - 1. Therefore, &(fk T - {t>) s
&_(@, T) + 1 < -1. This contradicts the minimality of T. This is a final contradic- 
tion, and the theorem follows. 0 
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